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Authorized summary
regarding the BESA seal of approval
for the ProtectPro “Smart Defender SD 10”

The BESA tests were carried out by International Association of BESA in Austria on behalf of the
company IPC Europe UG, Norbert Heuser, addressing the energetic and physical effectiveness of Smart
Defender SD 10 from the ProtectPro product series.
The tests clearly showed, when underway, that the Smart Defender SD 10 is capable of nullifying biologically
significant electromagnetic interference fields effects from the areas of mobile communications, smart meters,
transmission towers, cars, electric vehicles and WiFi including 5G.

On the one hand the device was able to neutralize the fields mentioned above and on the other hand was able
to convert them into biologically positive and valuable fields or to show corresponding effects.
All BESA tests were carried out according to the requirements for the BESA projects or the manual for the
BESA seal of approval and the BESA concept.

Result:
In the area of the existing technical interference fields, including 5G, a significant harmonization in the optimal
measuring range was found at all test fields and physical body measuring points regardless of the strength of
the interference fields.

The following positive changes could be demonstrated in a before / after test
on the human organism (metabolism).
- Magnetic field interference in the area of smart meters, smartphones in transmission mode including 5G,
cars, electric vehicles and WiFi.
- Technical (electromagnetic) interference fields from the operation of cell towers
- Technical interference fields caused by Bluetooth, GPS, induction radiation and other technical office
equipment
- Technical interference fields from various power lines and products using electrical supply
- Biological interference fields due to earth rays from water veins, faults or breathing points of the earth
could be neutralized or converted into the biological positive energy for the organism.

The reliable product effect of the PotectPro “Smart Defender SD 10” was without unwanted side effects
as confirmed by further tests:
Test of undesired effects by overlapping with other products from IPC Europe UG, as well as a test to check
the effectiveness of even the highest, self-overlapping magnetic interference - multiple calls at the same time.
Due to the positive results of the bioenergetic and subordinate to the biological effect of the tested
product “Smart Defender SD 10” of the Protect Pro series, the conditions for the receipt of the BESA
quality seal with 3 stars to the company IPC Europe UG, Norbert Heuser, by the
International Association of BESA for project P50 1.7 were fulfilled.

